Rust and exposed gears are a thing of the past with the Ev-N-Spread from EarthWay. The tubular aluminum frame and polymer hopper eliminate the corrosion that often renders other spreaders useless after a short time. Up to 50 lbs. of granulated materials can fit in the large hopper.

The spreader's permanently-lubricated gears are enclosed to seal out damaging grit and moisture. Pneumatic or semi-pneumatic tires provide sure traction and distribute weight evenly on the turf.

An on/off control handle with infinite settings operates the self-cleaning volume control. A stainless-steel agitator and polymer distribution disc complete the commercial spreader design.

VERTICUT SYSTEM

Thatch management is an important part of sports turf management. Aggressive Kentucky bluegrasses and hybrid bermudagrasses under high fertility programs require periodic thatch removal. National's verticut system provides high-speed thatch removal for large areas.

Five 30-inch-wide verticut reels can be set low for thatch removal or preparation for overseeding. They can also be set high for breaking up aerification plugs. The blades are heat-treated for long life.

The verticut reels are mounted on the same frame as National's 30-inch cutting reels. Both are PTO-driven by tractors with 25 to 50 hp. Hydraulic lift for cutting units is available.

Cleanup with Harley
Rock Rakes and Pickers!

If Golf Courses were built by golfers, they'd insist on Harley for final small stone removal and seed bed preparation.

If your competition would talk, their secret weapon is probably a Harley. For building or renovating... from playgrounds to yards... racetracks to beaches... the easiest, fastest and most economical one is the Harley.

Ask a Harley owner what they think? You'll hear a very profitable story!

Cleanup with Harley. Get all the facts for yourself! Just contact us.

The Unique Tool... There is nothing like a Harley!

Glenmac
P.O. Box 2135 Jamestown, ND 58402
(701) 252 - 9300
TELEX 5101001848
Toll Free in the U.S. 800 - 437 - 9779
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LEBANON PREMIUM FERTILIZERS AND TEAM™ CRABGRASS PREVENTER... AN ALL-STAR TEAM YOU CAN WIN WITH EVERYTIME

Lebanon premium fertilizers with Team™ have the defensive strength of benefin and trifluralin, yet they're gentle on your turf. The combination of these proven herbicides kills the seeds of annual bluegrass, smooth and hairy crabgrass, goosegrass, as well as green and yellow foxtail—as they germinate. And our premium quality fertilizers strengthen Northern or Southern turfgrasses.

Pick the right team for you.

You can select the winning Team™ combination that meets your game plan. Choose from our standard line-up, such as Lebanon Country Club 19-4-6 with Team™ Crabgrass Preventer, or give us your preferred fertilizer analysis and we will custom blend it with Team™ for you.

Together, one application of Lebanon fertilizer with Team™ will give you a winning season against crabgrass and other annual weeds.

For more information on Lebanon premium fertilizers with Team™, call our Greenline today at 1-800-233-0628, in Pennsylvania, call 717-273-1687. And start getting help with your game plan against crabgrass and goosegrass... from the ground up.
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“Soluble Nutriculture™ has all the nutrients needed for healthier turf.”

Maintaining a golfer’s paradise in the California desert takes lots of work and water. But with Nutriculture 100 percent soluble fertilizers, Tom and Mike Caranci have lush green turf year round with less labor and expense.

Tom Caranci, who has developed and supervised more than 35 courses, uses Nutriculture to keep greens and fairways in peak condition and more stress-resistant. Because soluble Nutriculture contains chelated trace elements and is applied as a liquid, roots and foliage immediately absorb a total nutrient feed that shows results within days.

Mike Caranci turned to Nutriculture to correct a dangerously low level of minor trace elements. “I wanted a fertilizer with specific, measurable amounts of chelated trace elements. Nutriculture has a guaranteed analysis printed on the bag.”

In any climate, Nutriculture offers the control of spoon-feeding for even, healthy growth without the fear of burning. And, for easy tank mixing, Nutriculture is compatible with most herbicides and pesticides. Make Nutriculture soluble fertilizers part of your regular turf care program. For a FREE brochure, write

Plant Marvel Laboratories, 371 East 16th Street, Chicago Heights, IL 60411 Telephone: 312-757-7500.